### Directions for Use

**Crop** | **Disease** | **Application** | **Rate mL/ha** | **WPR** | **Critical Comments**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
**Pawpaw** | Black spot | Ensure thorough coverage of leaves and fruit. | 290 | H 3 days | -

**Peanuts** (South Qld, NSW, WA, NT only) | Early leaf spot, Late leaf spot, Rust, Net Blotch | Low Disease | Maintain good de-leafing practices to reduce disease inoculum. Very old leaves and leaves with advanced lesions should be removed, or infected parts of the leaf removed, prior to the application of Apparent Tebuconazole 430 Fungicide. | 230, + 145 | H 3 weeks | -

**Pawpaw** (Tas only) | White root rot | Before sowing apply Apparent Tebuconazole 430 Fungicide onto 100 m/row mixed with 145-218 g lime super/100 m of row | 1.45 mL/100 m | H 1 days | -

**Pyrethrum** | Sclerotinia sclerotiorum | - | 350 | - | -

**Ryegrass and fescue seed crops** | Leaf rust, Stem rust | Apply in at least 100 L of water per ha | 290 | - | -

**Wild Weeds** | - | - | - | - | -

NOT TO BE USED FOR ANY PURPOSE, OR IN ANY MANNER, CONTRARY TO THIS LABEL UNLESS AUTHORISED UNDER APPROPRIATE LEGISLATION.

### Withholding Periods

**Bananas, Avocados**: DO NOT HARVEST FOR 5 DAYS AFTER APPLICATION.

**Beans, Peas**: DO NOT HARVEST FOR 3 DAYS AFTER APPLICATION AND DO NOT GRAZE OR CUT FOR LIVESTOCK FOR 3 DAYS AFTER APPLICATION.

**Cereals**: DO NOT HARVEST FOR 5 WEEKS AFTER APPLICATION AND DO NOT GRAZE OR CUT FOR LIVESTOCK FOR 14 DAYS AFTER APPLICATION.

**Onions**: NOT REQUIRED WHEN USED AS DIRECTED.

**Pawpaw**: DO NOT HARVEST FOR 21 DAYS AFTER APPLICATION AND DO NOT GRAZE OR CUT FOR LIVESTOCK FOR 21 DAYS AFTER APPLICATION.

**Wheat**: DO NOT HARVEST FOR 5 WEEKS AFTER APPLICATION AND DO NOT GRAZE OR CUT FOR LIVESTOCK FOR 14 DAYS AFTER APPLICATION.

**H = Harvest, G = Grazing**
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

FUNGICIDE RESISTANCE WARNING

Apparent Tebuconazole 430 Fungicide is a member of the DMI group of fungicides. For fungicide resistance management the product is a Group 3 fungicide. Some naturally occurring individual fungi resistant to Apparent Tebuconazole 430 Fungicide and other Group 3 fungicides may exist through normal genetic variability in any fungal population. The resistant individuals can eventually dominate the fungal population if these fungicides are used repeatedly. These resistant fungi will not be controlled by Apparent Tebuconazole 430 Fungicide or other Group 3 fungicides, thus resulting in a reduction in efficacy and possible yield loss. Since the occurrence of resistant fungal is difficult to detect prior to use, Apparent Pty Ltd accepts no liability for any losses that may result from the failure of Apparent Tebuconazole 430 Fungicide to control resistant fungi.

Resistance management recommendations – Peanuts

Do not apply to cereal crops more than once in a season. Treatment will give inclusion of wetting agents is known to cause phototoxicity to young fruit. than water miscible oils with Apparent Tebuconazole 430 Fungicide sprays. The prior to spraying to minimise risk of fruit marking. Never include adjuvants other with strong direct light, it is recommended that all emerged bunches be bagged where application will be made to very rapidly growing fruit in hot conditions particularly prone to marking damage from spray applications. In circumstances, There are certain conditions when the surface of recently emerged fruit is

SPECIAL WARNING - BANANAS

There are certain conditions when the surface of recently emerged fruit is particularly prone to marking damage from spray applications. In circumstances, where application will be made to very rapidly growing fruit in hot conditions with strong direct light, it is recommended that all emerged bunches be bagged prior to spraying to minimise risk of fruit marking. Never include adjuvants other than water miscible oils with Apparent Tebuconazole 430 Fungicide sprays. The inclusion of wetting agents is known to cause phototoxicity to young fruit.

APPLICATION

Aircraft should fly as low as possible under the prevailing conditions to maximise drift.

GROUP 3 FUNGICIDE

APPLICATORS should be kept out of reach of children. Aerial application is suitable in areas remote from vegetation and tree roots, in compliance with relevant Local, State or Territory government regulations. DO NOT burn empty containers or product.

SAFETY DIRECTIONS

Harmful if swallowed. Will irritate the eyes and skin. Avoid contact with eyes and skin. When opening the container, preparing the spray and using prepared spray wear cotton overalls buttoned to the neck and wrist (or equivalent clothing), chemical resistant gloves and footwear. Clothing must be laundered after each day’s use.

PROTECTION OF WILDLIFE, FISH, CRUSTACEANS AND ENVIRONMENT

DO NOT contaminate streams, rivers or waterways with chemical or used containers. A spray drift minimisation strategy should be employed at all times when aerially applying sprays. The strategy envisaged is exemplified by the cotton industry’s Best Management Practice Manual.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Store in the closed, original container in a cool, well-ventilated area. Do not store for prolonged periods in direct sunlight. Triple or preferably pressure rinse containers before disposal. Add rinsings to spray tank. Do not dispose of undiluted chemicals on site. If recycling, replace cap and return clean containers to recycler or designated collection point. If not recycling, break, crush, or puncture and deliver empty packaging for appropriate disposal to an approved waste management facility. If an approved waste management facility is not available, bury the empty packaging 500 mm below the surface in a disposal pit specifically marked and set up for this purpose clear of waterways, desirable vegetation and tree roots; in compliance with relevant Local, State or Territory government regulations. DO NOT burn empty containers or product.

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

Additional information is listed in the Material Safety Data Sheet, which can be obtained from the supplier.

CONDITIONS OF SALE

The use of Apparent Tebuconazole 430 Fungicide being beyond the control of the manufacturer no warranty expressed or implied is given by Apparent Pty Ltd regarding its suitability, fitness or efficiency for any purpose for which it is used by the buyer, whether in accordance with the directions or not and Apparent Pty Ltd accepts with no responsibility for any consequences whatsoever resulting from the use of this product.